
CSV, Simple Gallery and Advanced Gallery settings
Posted by WINEMAN - 2010/09/05 13:44
_____________________________________

OK. We've managed to get a multilingual version of a gallery up and running.
Using the Simple Gallery setting, we're able to get the Title field to show up.

What is the proper formatting for the Advanced Gallery?  :unsure: 
For example, how would I format the following Simple Gallery settings with Title, Description and Photo Credit fields
(image attached)?

I know at some point we have to include:
          {$data:fancyimage}
          {$data:Title}
          {$data:Description}
          {$data:Photo Credit}

But, I'd like these 3 fields to show up in the lightbox as well and would like to be able to format them as well. 
http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/images/Settings.jpg

============================================================================

Re:CSV, Simple Gallery and Advanced Gallery settings
Posted by WINEMAN - 2010/09/05 13:58
_____________________________________

For example, here's a Before/After version of what we'd like to do:

http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/images/BeforeAfter.jpg

============================================================================

Re:CSV, Simple Gallery and Advanced Gallery settings
Posted by admin - 2010/09/06 11:14
_____________________________________

We'll add possibility to create formatted title for the lightbox in 'Advanced Gallery' mode within 24 hours.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:CSV, Simple Gallery and Advanced Gallery settings
Posted by WINEMAN - 2010/09/06 12:02
_____________________________________

My apologies. I thought that this was already possible.
I look forward to the new feature and the accompanying formatting rules.

============================================================================

Re:CSV, Simple Gallery and Advanced Gallery settings
Posted by admin - 2010/09/06 17:31
_____________________________________

We have updated 'ARI Fancybox' module. Download and upgrade it, please. After this open module settings page and
set 'Advanced gallery -> Use complex title' parameter to 'Yes' and type the following code in 'Advanced gallery ->
Complex title' parameter:



  {$data:Title} - {$data:Description}
  Photo Credit - {$data:Photo Credit}
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After this titles in the lightbox should be looked like on the screenshot.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:CSV, Simple Gallery and Advanced Gallery settings
Posted by WINEMAN - 2010/09/06 23:09
_____________________________________

Thanks for all of your hard work.
I have uploaded the new module and plugin and have input the new complex title formatting into the Advanced Gallery
mode.

However, if I want to apply the Simple Gallery formatting from the screenshot above, should I do that by hardcoding it
into the arifancybox tag in the HTML or is there a way to apply the Simple Gallery formatting from above into the
Advanced Gallery?  B)

============================================================================

Re:CSV, Simple Gallery and Advanced Gallery settings
Posted by WINEMAN - 2010/09/07 02:49
_____________________________________

Updated my custom.css file to include classes. Looking pretty good now.

Where is the master list of functions for us to perfectly customize the Advanced Gallery section?

============================================================================

Re:CSV, Simple Gallery and Advanced Gallery settings
Posted by admin - 2010/09/07 08:09
_____________________________________

Could you explain in more details what you mean? Do you want to know where located PHP file which contains code for
showing 'Advanced Gallery' or mean something another?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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